
Satellite accessories, portable & replacement dishes.

Everything you need for dish
installation or relocation
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RCA do-it-yourself installation
kit for 18" dish. Contains all the
hardware you need to install an

0m:
18" dish and one receiver yourself.
Step-by-step guide with easy -to -
follow instructions enable you to set

up or relocate your system using basic tools.
16-2551 59.99

Mount your 18" dish on a
chimney. RCA do-it-yourself kit
provides all the hardware
needed. Easy -to -follow step-
by-step instructions. Only basic
tools are needed.
16-2537 24.99

Wireless phone jack. The easy
way to install the phone jack
required by satellite TV. Just
connect transmitter to a phone
jack and plug into AC. Extension
jack plugs into AC at desired
location. 43-160 89.99
Extra jadc 43-161 39.99

In -line signal amplifier.
)0, Recommended when your

installation requires cable run
longer than 100 feet between satellite dish and
antenna. 13dB gain. 950-2050MHz. 16-1156 .... 9.99
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The right tools make
installation easy
(1) 6" all-purpose pliers. 64-1847 4 99

(2) 17 -piece ratchet driver set. 64-1904 .... 7.99
(3) Silicone rubber sealer. 64-2314 2 99

30 -pack of 5" wire ties. 278-1631 1 99

10 -pack of cable markers. 278-1648 2 99

Replacement LNBs
Replace that storm -damaged LNB
yourself and save. Dish re -aiming
usually not required.
Single LNB. (Not shown.)
16-2528 39.99

Dual LNB. For multiple satellite
receivers. 16-2529 49.99

NEW Satellite C LNB. (Not shown.)
16-2525 59.99

Replacement dishes
NEW 18" dish with 1 dual LNB.
16-2608 49.99

NEW 18x24" dish with 2 dual
LNBs. (Not shown). 16-2604, 149.99

vi;),9 for satellite accessories

Protect your satellite system
from damaging surges

O

11 -outlet, 3 -way surge protector. Protects against
destructive voltage surges on AC power line, the cable
from your satellite dish and the phone connection to
your satellite receiver. Provides 4 always -on and 7
switched AC outlets. Built-in 15 -amp circuit breaker,
35dB electrical noise filter. 61-2338 39.99
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NEW 6 -outlet surge protector. Just plug into a
grounded wall outlet to get six protected AC outlets and
surge protection for antenna/cable or satellite TV coax
line. RFI noise filter. 61-2181 17.99
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Surge protector. Five surge -protected AC outlets with
noise filtration plus surge -protected phone jacks.
16-2557 19.99

You CAN take it with you -
enjoy satellite TV wherever
you go

Portable 18" dish
antenna with single
LNB. Folds to just a 71h" -
high package for easier
transport. Lightweight-
only 10 lbs.-yet sturdy

and attractive. Built-in handle. Includes 25 -ft. hookup
cable. 930-0627 159.99

Carrying case for above. 930-0628 39.99
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Quick -release 18" dish antenna
and mount. For trucks, vans, campers
and RVs. Designed for quick release
from ladders or railings. Includes LNB.
930-0626 179.99

Powered multi -switch. For "whole
house" systems with up to 4 satellite
receivers. Allows independent
selection of all satellite and antenna -
TV channels at each receiver.
16-2584 79.99

Eliminate signal -
robbing snow and ice
buildup on your dish

Peel 'n stick heating elements.
Includes a 75 -ft. cable, power
supply. 18"-24':
930-0099 79.99

Utility cover for 18" dish. Keeps
out snow, ice and debris that can
interfere with reception.

Gray. 930-0624 29.99

Accessories for adding
local TV and more
satellite receivers

Dishmate'" add-on antenna for
tuning in local TV stations. This
high-performance omnidirectional
antenna easily attaches to the back
of an 18" satellite dish.
930-0634 69.99

NEW Terk TV -42 clip -on TV
antenna. Clips on any 18" satellite

 dish to receive local broadcast
channels.

15-2183 49.99

NEW RCA 6 -in -1 audio/video
remote. Control TV, VCR, cable,
satellite system, DVD and other
device. Keys for Picture -in -Picture
viewing, menu, info and navigation
keys.

15-2105 29.99

RCA 2 -way satellite splitter.
Use to combine or separate satellite

t and antenna -TV signals. 40-
2,050MHz.

dI 16-2578 9 99

RCA 4 -way satellite splitter.
(Not shown.) 16-2579 12.99

Professional satellite TV
diplexer splitter/combiner.
Combines signals from satellite dish
and TV antenna into one coax
output. Use a second diplexer at the
receiver to split the signals for
hookup to the appropriate input
jacks (satellite or TV antenna).
16-2581 19.99

RED NUMBERS
AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.coni, by special order at our stores
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


